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Abstract
Metastable behavior in dynamical systems may be a significant challenge for a simulation
based analysis. In recent years, transfer operator based approaches to problems exhibiting
metastability have matured. In order to make these approaches computationally feasible
for larger systems, various reduction techniques have been proposed: For example, Schu¨tte
introduced a spatial transfer operator which acts on densities on configuration space, while
Weber proposed to avoid trajectory simulation (like Froyland et al.) by considering a discrete
generator.
In this manuscript, we show that even though the family of spatial transfer operators is
not a semigroup, it possesses a well defined generating structure. What is more, the pseudo
generators up to order 4 in the Taylor expansion of this family have particularly simple,
explicit expressions involving no momentum averaging. This makes collocation methods
particularly easy to implement and computationally efficient, which in turn may open the
door for further efficiency improvements in, e.g., the computational treatment of conforma-
tion dynamics. We experimentally verify the predicted properties of these pseudo generators
by means of two academic examples.
1 Introduction
Conformations of molecular systems. The properties of many biomolecular systems such
as proteins or enzymes depend heavily on their molecular configuration, i.e. the position of single
atoms relative to each other. It is often observed that the system tends to ”cluster” around
certain key configurations. Transitions between these so-called conformations can be considered
rare events, as the time scale on which they occur and the characteristic dynamic time scale
of the atoms in the molecule typically lie 10 ´ 15 orders of magnitude apart. Nevertheless,
these transitions play an essential role for the biological function of these molecules [15, 50, 16,
35, 33]. The reliable identification of these conformations and the probabilities (and rates) of
transitions between them via direct numerical simulation is computationally very demanding if
not infeasible for larger molecules.
Transfer operator based methods. Molecular systems as described above are typically
modeled as Hamiltonian systems, possibly including stochastic perturbations. Conformations
then are almost-invariant (metastable) subsets of position space, corresponding to local minima
of the potential energy surface. The ultimate goal of conformation analysis is to obtain a reduced
model of the given system which accurately depicts these sets and the proper statistics of the
transitions between them. This field of research, also called Markov state modeling, attracted a
lot of interest in the last decade [4, 5, 21, 36, 39, 43, 48].
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Pioneering work of Deuflhard, Dellnitz et al [10, 42] exploits that these almost invariant sets
can in principle be identified through eigenfunctions of a certain linear operator, the transfer
operator, which describes the evolution of distributions under the dynamics.
A direct application of this approach considers the operator acting on densities on the entire
state space (i.e. position and momentum), while the conformational changes of interest are only
observed in the position coordinate. Moreover, the approach is subject to the curse of dimension
for all but the smallest systems, since a discretization of state space has to be constructed.
To remedy this, one might consider the “overdampled” or Smoluchowski dynamics [22], which
acts on position space only, but this is a physically acceptable model of molecular motion
only in the case that random collisions with the solvent overwhelm the effect of inertia in the
molecule of interest. Schu¨tte [41] came up with a physically justifiable solution as he introduced
the so-called spatial dynamics, whose metastable sets still bear the interpretation of molecular
dynamical conformations. The associated spatial transfer operator acts on densities on position
space and can be seen as a momentum-averaged version of the full Hamiltonian or Langevin
dynamics.
Commonly, the transfer operator is finitely approximated by a stochastic matrix, whose entries
can be interpreted as transition probabilities of single system instances in the canonical ensemble
from some subset (in state or position space) to another. These transition probabilities in turn
are computed by short time integration of a number of trajectories starting in each subset.
Thus, the computation of a few long simulations is replaced by the computation of many short
trajectories for an ensemble of adequately distributed initial conditions. Still, the momentum
averaging has to be done explicitely by additionally sampling the momentum space for each of
these initial conditions.
Over the years, different techniques for a finite approximation of transfer operators have been
proposed, we refer to [9, 7] and the references there. More recently, Weber [47] used meshfree
approximation techniques and showed that for a given approximation error, the number of basis
elements scales with the number of metastable sets, not necessarily with the dimension of the
sytem. In [25], an approximation by a sparse Haar space was proposed in order to mollify the
curse of dimension, while in [17] a tensor-product construction was used in combination with
a mean field- approach. A novel approach to coarse-grain a multi-scale system by discretizing
its transfer operator without using a full partition of the phase space [43] excels especially in
efficiently reproducing the dominant time scales of the original system, but relies heavily on
long trajectory simulations.
Elaborate schemes to extract the metastability information from the eigenvectors of the (ap-
proximate) transfer operator were developed in [22, 24, 12, 23].
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Simulation-free and generator-based methods. All these methods rely on the numerical
integration of trajectories. Only recently, methods have been proposed that require no time
integration, albeit imposing further requirements on the system [27, 48, 18]: Under these con-
ditions and provided that the system’s transfer operator forms a continuous time semigroup,
one can exploit that the eigenvalues and -functions are the same as those of the semigroup’s
infinitesimal generator. Discretizing this generator requires no time-integration and is thus
computationally considerably cheaper than classical methods.
This manuscript. Unfortunately, Schu¨tte’s spatial transfer operator is not a time semigroup.
In this contribution, we define suitable pseudo generators of non-semigroup families of oper-
ators which inherit desirable properties of the spatial transfer operator as well as “restored”
operators which approximate the spatial operator at least for small times. The appeal of these
constructions from a numerical perspective is threefold:
(1) no numerical time integration is needed,
(2) momentum averaging is accomplished analytically, i.e. momentum sampling is completely
avoided,
(3) the pseudo generators can be discretized by collocation methods, avoiding costly boundary
integrals.
We establish theoretical asymptotic estimates on the error of density propagation, and validate
them numerically. The numerical experiments indicate that the information on metastable
sets (i.e. conformations) gained from the restored operators remains close to the “original” one
gained from the exact spatial transfer operator, even for times beyond those guaranteed by our
estimates. A quantitative understanding of this phenomenon (also observed by Schu¨tte [41]) is
still lacking; some steps towards a theoretical explanation have been made in [3].
The manuscript is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the basic dynamical models
we are working with and describe their action on propagating (probability) densities by transfer
operators. This necessitates the discussion of operator semigroups, given at the end of the sec-
tion. Section 3 is concerned with fluctuations in the spatial distribution of the system governed
by its dynamics, leading to the concept of spatial transfer operators as well as metastability in
position space. In Section 4, we introduce the concept of pseudo generators, the corresponding
restored operators, and give asymptotic error estimates on their approximation quality. Sec-
tion 5 includes numerical experiments. We conclude our work in Section 6, and discuss future
directions to make the method applicable for realistic (bio-)molecular systems. Three appen-
dices are given: Appendix A gives a detailed derivation of the pseudo generators up to order 3;
Appendix B gives a complete and self-contained proof of the applicability of Huisinga’s the-
ory [22, 24] on the quantitavive identification of metastable components from spectral analysis
of transfer operators for the spatial transfer operator based on Langevin dynamics (especially
reversibility and ergodicity of the spatial dynamics, which are probably known or at least an-
ticipated, however we could not find neither a statement, nor even a partial derivation of these
properties); in Appendix C, we show that the eigenfunctions of the spatial transfer operator are
smooth, i.e. infinitely differentiable, if the potential is a smooth function.
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2 Transfer operators and their generators
In this section we introduce the dynamical systems of interest as well as the concept of transfer
operators for describing statistical transport under these dynamics.
2.1 Stochastic dynamics
Broadly speaking, we will be studying continuous time stochastic dynamical systems on a phase
space Ω Ă Rd. They will be described by Ω-valued random variables xt, t ě 0, following an Itoˆ
diffusion equation, i.e. a stochastic differential equation of the form
Btxt “ bpxtq ` Σpxtqwt . (1)
Here, Bt denotes the differentiation with respect to t, b : Ω Ñ Rd, Σ : Ω Ñ Rdˆd and wt is a
Rd-valued “white noise” term, see e.g. [34, p. 61]. The functions b and Σ are assumed to be
globally Lipschitz and growing at most linearly at infinity, such that (1) has unique solutions
(cf. [34, Theorem 5.2.1]). Here and in the following boldface lower case letters denote random
variables.
Molecular dynamics. Consider a molecular system described by d P N positional degrees of
freedom. Typically, these correspond to either internal coordinates or particle positions in R3n,
n being the number of particles. Let Q Ă Rd denote the configuration space.
Let a potential V : Q Ñ R, describing the relative energy of a given configuration q P Q, be
continously differentiable1. Under the assumption of strict total energy, the movement of the
system is then described by classical deterministic Hamiltonian dynamics:
Btq “ p
Btp “ ´∇V pqq. (2)
The phase space is thus Ω “ Q ˆ P, with q P Q the position and p P P “ Rd the momentum
coordinate. For simplicity, we set the mass matrix M to be the identity, otherwise the first
equation in (2) would be Btq “M´1p.
Equation (2) models a system “in vacuo”, independent from external influence. Of more physical
relevance, however, are systems which are stochastically coupled to their surroundings, phys-
ically motivated by the presence of a heat bath or implicit solvent not modeled explicitly. A
prominent way of doing this is via a drift-diffusion perturbation of (2), known as the Langevin
equations, which can be formally derived using averaging techniques from the Mori-Zwanzig
formalism [51],
Btqt “ pt
Btpt “ ´∇V pqtq ´ γpt ` σwt . (3)
These can be written in the form of (1) with
bpq, pq “
ˆ
p
´∇V pqq ´ γp
˙
and Σpq, pq “
ˆ
0 0
0 σ
˙
.
The term ´γpt mimics the drag through the implicitly present solvent, σwt accounts for random
collisions with the solvent particles. To balance damping and excitation and to keep the system
at a constant average internal energy2 β, we set σ “ a2γ{β. The choice of γ is problem
1Later on, we will impose stronger assumptions on V .
2Actually, β is the inverse temperature, β “ 1{pkBT q, with Boltzmann’s constant kB and T the system
temperature.
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dependent, and mimics the viscosity of the aforementioned implicit solvent. For further details
on the modeling see [6].
An even further model reduction leads to the so-called Smoluchowski dynamics. In the second-
order form of (3),
B2t qt “ ´∇V pqtq ´ γBtqt ` σwt , (4)
we consider a high-friction situation γ Ñ 8. After appropriate rescaling of the time, τ “ γ´1t
(in order to be able to observe movement under the now extremely slow dynamics), (4) becomes
γ´2B2τqτ “ ´∇V pqτ q ´ Bτqτ `
c
2
β
wτ .
In the limit γ Ñ8, this yields the Smoluchowski equation
Bτqτ “ ´∇V pqτ q `
c
2
β
wτ . (5)
This conceptual derivation can be made precise by considering stochastic convergence notions.
The interested reader is referred either to [32], where the physical intuition and mathematical
rigor are both kept at a high level3, or to [37], where homogenization techniques for the transfer
operators of the underlying equations are exploited. Next, we will consider this latter, operator-
based characterization of stochastic processes.
2.2 Transfer operators
We shall now examine how phase space density functions evolve under the dynamics induced
by (1). That is, given a probability density at time t0 “ 0, what is the probability to find the
system in a certain region at time t ą t0? More precisely, given x0 „ f “ f0 (a random variable
x0 distributed according to the density f0), find ft with xt „ ft, t ě 0, where the evolution of
xt is governed by (1).
To this end, let pΩ,B, µq be a probability space with B denoting the Borel σ-algebra, and
consider the stochastic transition function p : Rě0 ˆ Ωˆ B Ñ r0, 1s,
ppt, x,Bq “ Prob rxt P B |x0 “ x with probability 1s ,
and denote by
pµpt, A,Bq :“ Probµ rxt P B |x0 P As (6)
the transition probabilities between A P B and B P B, where Probµ indicates that x0 „ µ; i.e.
the initial condition is distributed according to µ. For the long term macroscopic behavior of
the system, sets A Ă Ω play an important role for which pµpt, A,Aq « 1 for some physically
relevant measure µ and times t ą 0.
Now assume that an initial distribution x0 „ f “: f0 P L1µpΩq4 is given. We then have that
xt „ ft with ż
B
ftpxq dµpxq “
ż
Ω
f0pxqppt, x,Bq dµpxq, @ B P B. (7)
3A reader with a physicists view might be irritated by the fact that the terms with ∇V and wt act as forces (or
accelerations) in (3) and as velocities in (5). By eliminating the damping coefficient γ, the physical dimensions
of the terms changed. Since the mathematical statement is not affected by this, we shall not go into details.
4In the literature, Lp sometimes denotes the “pre-Lebesgue space”, i.e. the Lebesgue space before equivalence
class formation, and Lp usually denotes the actual Lebesgue space. Due to clash of notation, however, we call
the actual Lebesgue space Lp and use } ¨ }k,µ to denote the standard norm.
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Under mild conditions5, satisfied by the systems considered here, ft is uniquely defined by (7).
This yields the transfer operator with lag time t P t : L1µpΩq Ñ L1µpΩq via
P tfpxq :“ ftpxq
where we extend the definition of P t from densities to arbitrary integrable functions using
linearity. In the deterministic case, this is the so-called Perron–Frobenius operator.
For some of the following results, it will be necessary to distinguish between the transfer opera-
tors of the general Itoˆ diffusion (1), and the special cases of the Langevin (3) and Smoluchowski
dynamics (5). We will then refer to them as P t, P tLan and P
t
Smol, respectively. Of course,
statements concerning P t hold for P tLan and P
t
Smol as well.
Some properties of P t. P t can be considered a time-parametrized family of linear operators,
which then possesses the Chapman–Kolmogorov (or semigroup) property:
(i) limtÑ0 P tf “ f ,
(ii) P t`sf “ P t`P sf˘ for all s, t ě 0.
While a stochastic interpretation only makes sense in the preceding setting, the formal extension
of P t to the spaces LkµpΩq, 1 ď k ď 8, is well defined for proper choices of µ (see Corollary
2.1). We thus have that }P t}k,µ ď 1 and P tf ě 0 for 0 ď f P LkµpΩq.
Using the standard scalar product on L2µpΩq, for µpAq ą 0, the transition probabilities can be
expressed via the transfer operator:
pµpt, A,Bq “ 1
µpAq
ż
B
P tχA dµ “ 1
µpAq
ż
Ω
P tχAχB dµ “ xP
tχA, χBy2,µ
xχA, χAy2,µ
with χ being the indicator function.
2.3 Infinitesimal generators
The semigroup property basically means that P t is “memoryless” (in other terms, (1) generates
a Markov process). The identity P t “ `P t{n˘n suggests that all information about the density
transport is contained in P τ for arbitrarily small τ .
This is formalized by looking at an operator L : D pLq Ñ LkµpΩq given by
Lf “ lim
τÑ0
P τf ´ f
τ
, (8)
where D pLq Ă LkµpΩq is the linear subspace of LkµpΩq where the above limit exists. L is
called the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup P t, and the field of operator semigroup
theory [38] answers the question in which sense P t is a solution operator to the Cauchy problem
Btft “ Lft. Essentially, the power of the infinitesimal generator lies in the fact that all the
relevant information about P t for all times t ě 0 is already encoded in L. We will discuss this
below.
5See e.g. [29].
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Invariant density. Having its interpretation in mind, it is not surprising that the infinitesimal
generator is exactly the right hand side of the parabolic partial differential equation describing
the flow of sufficiently regular densities, the Kolmogorov forward equation or Fokker–Planck
equation, see [26, p. 282]:
Btftpxq “ 1
2
dÿ
i“1
dÿ
k“1
B2
BxiBxk
`
Σikpxqftpxq
˘´ dÿ
i“1
B
Bxi
`
bipxqftpxq
˘
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:Lftpxq
. (9)
In the Langevin case, this simplifies to
Btftpq, pq “
´γ
β
∆p ´ p ¨∇q `∇qV pqq ¨∇p ` γp ¨∇p ` dγ
¯
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:LLan
ftpq, pq , (10)
where the dot denotes the Euclidean inner product, ∇x and ∆x are the gradient and Laplace
operators with respect to x, respectively. For Smoluchowski, it is
Btftpqq “
´ 1
β
∆q `∇qV ¨∇q `∆qV
¯
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
“:LSmol
ftpqq. (11)
Densities which are invariant under the dynamics play a naturally prominent role. Since they
are fixed under P t for any t ě 0, by (8) they lie in the kernel of L; see also Corollary 2.3 below.
For the stochastic processes considered here the invariant density can be shown to be unique
(cf. [34]), and—using the term from statistical mechanics—we call it the canonical density, fΩ.
For the Langevin dynamics
fΩpq, pq “ fQpqq ¨ fPppq, (12)
where
fQpqq :“ 1
ZQ
exp
`´ βV pqq˘, fPppq :“ 1
ZP
exp
`´ β p ¨ p
2
˘
,
with ZP “
ş
P exp
`´ β p¨p2 ˘dp and ZQ “ şP exp `´ βV pqq˘dq. For the Smoluchowski dynamics,
fΩpqq “ fQpqq is the canonical density. fΩ is a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure m,
and its existence requires the integrability of expp´βV q; which is from now on assumed to hold.
To understand their relevance, note that the canonical density not just describes the statistical
equilibrium of the system, but the system also tends to this equilibrium as time grows, i.e.
according to whatever f0 the system is distributed initially, ft Ñ fΩ as tÑ8 in L1mpΩq.
Domain and Spectral properties. The results of this paragraph hold true for the transfer
operators of both the Langevin and the Smoluchowski dynamics, by taking the corresponding
phase space and invariant measure (i.e. the measure having the canonical density as Radon–
Nikody´m derivative with respect to the Lebesgue measure).
Let µΩ be the invariant measure of P
t. Note that for arbitrary 1 ď k ď 8, P t can be defined
on LkµΩpΩq due to the following corollary:
Corollary 2.1 ([2, Corollary to Lemma 1]). Let P t be a transfer operator associated with a
transition function having the invariant measure µΩ. Then P
t is a well-defined contraction on
LkµΩpΩq for every 1 ď k ď 8.
For our purposes the main connection between a semigroup of operators and their generator is
given by the following
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Theorem 2.2 (Spectral mapping theorem [38]). Let X be a Banach space, T t : X Ñ X , t ě 0,
a C0 semigroup of bounded linear operators (i.e. T
tf Ñ f as t Ñ 0 for every f P X , and T t
bounded for every t), and let A be its infinitesimal generator. Then
etσppAq Ă σppT tq Ă etσppAq Y t0u,
with σp denoting the point spectrum. The corresponding eigenvectors are identical.
We can immediately deduce the following statements.
Corollary 2.3. A function f is an invariant density of P t for all t ě 0, if and only if Lf “ 0.
Corollary 2.4. Since P t is a contraction in LkµΩpΩq, the eigenvalues of L lie in the left complex
half-plane.
Theorem 2.2 suggests that P t “ etL “ ř8k“0 tkk!Lk. This intuition is false in general, as L may
be unbounded and
Ş8
k“1D
`
Lk
˘ ‰ LpµΩpΩq for any p. However, P t can be approximated by a
truncated “Taylor series”, at least pointwise, in the function space
VN pΩq :“  f P C2N pΩq ˇˇ Lnf P L2µΩpΩq @n “ 0, . . . , N(. (13)
We require f and V to be 2N -times differentiable, as this is the highest derivative occuring
in LN , cf. (9).
The following convergence result also holds true if choosing LkµΩpΩq instead of L2µΩpΩq in the
definition of VN pΩq, and correspondingly regarding the norm } ¨ }k,µΩ . However, we state it for
L2µΩpΩq, as this is the space we are ultimately operating in.
Proposition 2.5. Let f P VN`1 pΩq. Then
›››P tf ´ Nÿ
n“0
tn
n!
Lnf
›››
2,µΩ
“ OptN`1q for tÑ 0.
Proof. Let f P VN`1 pΩq. Then, P tf : t ÞÑ L1µΩpΩq is N ` 1 times differentiable in t because
BkP t ˇˇ
t“0f “ Lkf, k ď N ` 1 exist as per choice of f . The Taylor series expansion for Banach
space valued linear operators can for example be found in [49, Section 4.5]. Application to P t
yields
P tf “
Nÿ
n“0
Lnf
tn
n!
`
´ ż 1
0
1
N !
p1´ sqNBN`1s P stf ds
¯
tN`1.
We estimate the remainder:›››P tf ´ Nÿ
n“0
tn
n!
Lnf
›››
2,µΩ
“
››› ż 1
0
1
N !
p1´ sqNBN`1s P stf ds
›››
2,µΩ
tN`1.
As we are interested in the limit tÑ 0 we can assume t ă 1. In that case, st ă s, and therefore
ď t
N`1
N !
sup
sPr0,1s
››BN`1s P sf››2,µΩ .
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P tf is the solution of the Fokker–Planck equation (9), and thus BsP sf “ LP sf and, by exten-
sion, BN`1s P sf “ LN`1P sf . Moreover, due to Pazy [38, Corollary 1.4], the transfer operator
and generator commute: LP sf “ P sLf . Therefore,
“ t
N`1
N !
sup
sPr0,1s
››P sLN`1f››
2,µΩ
ď t
N`1
N !
sup
sPr0,1s
››P s››
2,µΩlooomooon
ď1
››LN`1f››
2,µΩ
.
In the last line,
››P s››
2,µΩ
ď 1 because P t is a contraction (Corollary 2.1). As LN`1f P L2µΩpΩq
by the choice of f , it is bounded. This completes the proof.
3 Spatial dynamics and metastability
In order to analyze the behaviour of molecular systems in regard of configurational stability, we
have to restrict our view to the dynamics on position space Q. For this purpose, Schu¨tte in [41]
proposed a reduction of the classical Hamiltonian dynamics, called Hamiltonian dynamics with
randomized momenta, while Weber [48] proposed the corresponding generalized version for a
stochastic evolution. Following Schu¨tte and Weber, we formulate the extension to Langevin
dynamics and state the appropriate definition of metastability.
3.1 The spatial transfer operator
Consider an infinitely large number of identical systems of form (3) in thermodynamic equi-
librium, i.e. identically and independently distributed according to fΩ (called an ensemble in
classical statistical mechanics literature). To determine which portion of these systems undergo
a certain configurational change, i.e. leave a subset A Ă Q, we have to track the evolution of all
these systems starting from A. Due to the product structure (12) of fΩ, their momenta are still
distributed according to fP and so the whole coordinates are initially distributed according to
χAfΩ, with χA the indicator function of A on Q. This phase space density now evolves under
P tLan, but as we are only interested in the position portion of the evolving density, we form the
marginal distribution with respect to q. The resulting spatial transfer operator on LkµQ pQq with
dµQ :“ fQdm is
StχApqq :“ 1
fQpqq
ż
P
P tLan
`
χApqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp, (14)
cf. Corollary 2.1 applied to the operator P tLan and the invariant measure µΩ.
Intuitively, one can think of Stu with normalized u P LkµQ pQq as transporting a positional
portion of the canonical density.
3.2 Metastability on position space
Langevin dynamics with randomized momenta. Considering St as an operator on
L2µQpQq and using the standard associated scalar product xu, vy2,µQ gives us access to certain
transition probabilities on Q, which fit our intuition of metastability. For A Ă Q we call
ΓpAq :“  pq, pq P Ω | q P A(
the ”slice“ of phase space corresponding to A. It represents a sub-ensemble in position space
associated to all possible momenta. It is easy to see that the transition probabilities between
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slices ΓpAq and ΓpBq can be expressed in terms of St:
p pt,ΓpAq,ΓpBqq “ xS
tχA, χBy2,µQ
xχA, χAy2,µQ
, (15)
where p is the stochastic transition function under Langevin dynamics with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. We now call a disjoint decomposition A1 Y . . .Y An “ Q of position space
metastable if
p pt,ΓpAjq,ΓpAjqq « 1, j “ 1, . . . , n.
The meaning of “« 1” will become apparent later.
The connection between eigenvalues close to one of some transfer operator and metastable sets
was first observed in [9] and applied in conformation dynamics in [10]. An extension to a broader
class of transfer operators (satisfying an assumption related to self-adjointness) was provided
by Huisinga and Schmidt [24]. Our St falls into that class, which is shown in Appendix B.
Theorem 3.1 (Application of [24, Theorem 2]). Let σpStq Ă ra, 1s with a ą ´1 and
λn ď . . . ď λ2 ă λ1 “ 1 be the n largest eigenvalues of St, with eigenvectors vn, . . . , v1. Let
tA1, . . . , Anu be a measurable decomposition of Q and Π : L2µQpQq Ñ L2µQpQq be the orthogonal
projection onto spanpχA1 , . . . , χAnq, i.e.
Πv “
nÿ
j“1
xv, χAjy2,µQ
xχAj , χAjy2,µQ
χAj .
The metastability of the decomposition can then be bounded from above by
p pt,ΓpA1q,ΓpA1qq ` . . .` p pt,ΓpAnq,ΓpAnqq ď 1` λ2 ` . . .` λn,
while it is bounded from below by
1` ρ2λ2 ` . . .` ρnλn ` c ď p pt,ΓpA1q,ΓpA1qq ` . . . p pt,ΓpAnq,ΓpAnqq
where ρj “ }Πvj}2,µQ P r0, 1s and c “ ap1´ ρ2 ` . . .` 1´ ρnq.
Thus, the lower the projection error of Πvj , the better the lower bound matches the upper
bound. We choose A1, . . . , An in accordance to the the sign structure of v1, . . . , vn as a heuristic
to the optimal decomposition (i.e. we treat the eigenfunctions as one-step functions of the form
χA ´ χB).
However, more sophisticated strategies for extracting metastable sets are available, most notably
the linear optimization-based PCCA-algorithm and its extensions, developed by Deuflhard et.
al. ([11], [40]). Let it be noted that it is applicable to all the operators developed herein, as
PCCA does not depend on the underlying dynamical model.
Smoluchowski dynamics. As described in section 2.1, another way to restrict the molecular
dynamics to position space is via the high-friction limit and the arising transition from Langevin
to Smoluchowski dynamics. As this limit may represent a considerable deviation from physical
reality, it is initially unclear how metastability in system (5) can be interpreted in the context of
the original system. As the transition also involves a rescaling of time, especially the transition
probabilities have to be treated with caution.
Nevertheless, metastability under Smoluchowski dynamics can formally be defined as above,
and it holds
p pt, A,Bq “ xP
t
SmolχA, χBy2,µQ
xχA, χAy2,µQ
.
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Here, p is the stochastic transition function with respect to Smoluchowski dynamics. Using the
same reasoning as in the previous paragraph, we seek eigenpairs pλ, uq of P tSmol with λ « 1.
However, in the case of Smoluchowski dynamics, these are somewhat more accessible. Due
to the Spectral Mapping Theorem 2.2, eigenvalues of P tSmol near 1 coincide with eigenvalues
of the infinitesimal generator LSmol near 0, and the associated eigenvectors are identical. An
efficient method for metastability analysis based on LSmol was developed in [18]. There it is
shown that for an eigenvalue λ ă 0 of LSmol, the corresponding eigenvector u and the sets
A` “ tu ą 0u, A´ “ tu ă 0u holds
ppt, A`, A`q ` ppt, A´, A´q “ 1` expptλq `Optq.
Unfortunately, St lacks the semi-group property, and so cannot be the solution operator of an
autonomous PDE, such as the Fokker–Planck equation. Equivalently, spatial dynamics is not
induced by an Itoˆ diffusion process, and thus has no infinitesimal generator in the sense of (11).
4 The generating structure of spatial transfer operators
Formally, the time-derivatives of St can still be defined, in analogy to (8). We will see in the
following how the resulting operators can play the role of the infinitesimal generator in the
context of metastability analysis.
4.1 Pseudo generators
We first define these time derivatives for general time-parameterized operators:
Definition 4.1. Let X be a Banach space, T t : X Ñ X , t ą 0 be a time-parametrized family
of bounded linear operators.
Define the operator BtT t : D
`BtT t˘Ñ X by
BtT tf “ lim
hÑ0
T t`hf ´ T tf
h
and call it the time-derivative of T t. D `BtT t˘ here is the subspace of X where the above
limit exists. Iteratively, we define by Bnt T t :“ Bt
`Bn´1t T t˘ the n-th time-derivative on D `Bnt T t˘.
Finally,
Gn :“ Bnt T t
ˇˇ
t“0
is called the n-th pseudo generator of T t.
For T t “ P t, the transfer operator of an Itoˆ process, the pseudo generators are the iterated
infinitesimal generators:
Proposition 4.2. On DpLnq, the n-th pseudo generator Gn of P t takes the form
Gn “ Ln,
with L the infinitesimal generator of the respective dynamics.
With this, the pseudo generators of the spatial transfer operator St can be expressed by the
generator LLan of the full Langevin transfer operator:
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Lemma 4.3. On DpLnLanq, the n-th pseudo generator Gn of St takes the form
Gnupqq “ 1
fQpqq
ż
P
LnLan
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp.
Proof. The first time-derivative of St is
BtStupqq “ Bt
´ 1
fQpqq
ż
P
P tLan
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp
¯
“ 1
fQpqq
ż
P
BtP tLan
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp
“
p10q
1
fQpqq
ż
P
´
LLanP
t
Lan
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘¯
dp.
Inductively, this gives the n-th time derivative
Bnt St “ 1fQpqq
ż
P
LnLanP
t
Lan
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp.
As P 0Lan “ id, the n-th pseudo generator is
Gnupqq “
´ 1
fQpqq
ż
P
LnLanP
t
Lan
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp
¯ˇˇˇ
t“0
“ 1
fQpqq
ż
P
LnLan
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp.
From now on, when speaking of pseudo generators, we always mean pseudo generators of St.
Note that, in general, Gn is not simply a power of G1, as the integral and the power of L
n
Lan do
not commute. We thus take a closer look at the first few Gn:
Proposition 4.4. Let St be the spatial transfer operator for the Langevin dynamical process.
On their respective domain, its first three pseudo generators take the form
1. G1 “ 0,
2. G2 “ 1
β
∆´∇V ¨∇. Notably, G2 is independent of γ.
3. G3 “ ´γG2.
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
Connection to Smoluchowski dynamics. We can draw a perhaps surprising connection
between the second pseudo generator and Smoluchowski dynamics. Recall that (11) and thus
P tSmol deals with densities with respect to Lebesgue measure m. However, to compare it to S
t,
we have to track the transport of densities with respect to µQ. This transport is described by
Btutpqq “
ˆ
1
β
∆´∇V ¨∇
˙
loooooooooomoooooooooon
“:GSmol
utpqq. (16)
Note, however, that the transition from m to µQ is merely a basis transformation: Let, for a
brief moment, P tSmol,m and P
t
Smol,µQ be the transfer operators generated by LSmol and GSmol,
respectively. Then,
P tSmol,m pufQq “
´
P tSmol,µQ puq
¯
fQ. (17)
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P tSmol,µQ exists on every LkµQpQq, 1 ď k ď 8 (choosing µ “ fQdm in Corollary 2.1), and thus
because of (17), P tSmol,m exists on LkmpQq, 1 ď k ď 8. As we only work on fQ weighted spaces,
we drop the second subscript from now on and set
P tSmol :“ P tSmol,µQ .
Comparing equation (16) to Proposition 4.4, we immediately see
Corollary 4.5. The pseudo generator G2 (of the spatial transfer operator) is the infinitesimal
generator of the Smoluchowski dynamics:
G2 “ GSmol.
In conclusion, the density transport under spatial dynamics is similar to that under Smolu-
chowski dynamics, but on different timescales: The Taylor expansion of P tSmol (in spirit of
Proposition 2.5) gives
P tSmolu “ u` tG2u` t
2
2
G22u` . . . , (18)
while that of St gives
Stu “ u` t
2
2
G2u` t
3
6
G3u` . . . . (19)
Thus formally rescaling t ÞÑ t22 in (18) equals (19) up to second order terms in t. We will make
this rigorous in the following section.
4.2 Local reconstruction of the spatial transfer operator
In this section we aim to approximate St in a way that is suitable for subsequent numerical
metastability analysis.
To ensure that the various operators constructed with the pseudo generators are well-defined,
we introduce the spaces
WNK pQq :“
 
u P C2KN pQq | pGkqnu P L2µQ pQq @n “ 0, . . . , N, @k “ 0, . . . ,K
(
. (20)
Note that, despite a similar notation, WNK pQq is not the usual Sobolev space. 2KN is the
highest derivative appearing in GNK , so we require the corresponding differentiability. The choice
of L2µQpQq in WNK pQq is motivated by the definition of transition probabilities via the scalar
product on L2µQpQq, (15). However, all error estimates in this section hold for LkµQpQq, 1 ď
k ď 8 as well, if the definition of VN pΩq is also changed accordingly. The requirement that
pGkqnu P L2µQpQq is mostly technical in nature. Arbitrary K and N will only appear in Theorem
4.6 and Lemma 4.10. Later on, only the space W12 pQq will be of interest, due to the simple
structure of G2 and G3. We will see later (Section 5.1) that W12 pQq in fact contains our objects
of interest, namely the eigenvectors of our approximations to St. Moreover, it is big enough to
allow for a sensible discretization basis (Section 5.2).
Taylor reconstruction. Combining Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 4.3 gives the following nat-
ural Taylor reconstruction of St:
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Theorem 4.6. Let u PW1K pQq. Then,›››Stu´ Kÿ
k“0
tk
k!
Gku
›››
2,µQ
“ OptK`1q, ptÑ 0q.
Proof. By definition of St and Lemma 4.3, we can write
›››Stu´ Kÿ
k“0
tk
k!
Gku
›››
2,µQ
“
››› 1
fQpqq
ż
P
P tLan
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp´
Kÿ
k“0
tk
k!
1
fQpqq
ż
P
Lk
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp
›››
2,µQ
ď 1
fQpqq
ż
P
›››P tLan`upqqfΩpq, pq˘´ Kÿ
k“0
tk
k!
Lk
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘›››
2,µQ
dp.
However, the integrand is of order OptK`1q by Proposition 2.5.
Unfortunately, the Gk for k ą 3 are not readily available. In those pseudo generators, higher
derivatives of the potential V appear, whose analytic or numerical evaluation can be costly
(they are k-dimensional tensors).
In practice, however, the gradient ∇V (the ”force field“) typically is available, as it would be
needed for numerical simulation of the system anyway. If we thus truncate the Taylor-like
sum from Theorem 4.6 after the third term, higher derivatives of V are avoided, as in the
computation of G2 and G3 only ∇V occurs. We call
Rtu :“
´
id` t
2
2
G2 ` t
3
6
G3
¯
u
“ u` ` t2
2
´ γ t
3
6
˘´ 1
β
∆u´∇u ¨∇V
¯ (21)
the 3rd order Taylor approximation6 of St. This yields the convergence result
Corollary 4.7. Let u PW12 pQq. Then››Stu´Rtu››
2,µQ
“ Opt4q, ptÑ 0q.
Exponential reconstruction. We expect that Rt approximates St well (for tÑ 0) and can
be computed cheaply, provided ∇V and ∆u are available. However, unlike St, Rt is not norm-
preserving and positive for densities with respect to fΩ, i.e. }Rtu}1,µQ ‰ }u}1,µQ for u ě 0.
Therefore, when transporting u, we lose the interpretation of
`
Rtu
˘
fΩ as a physical density.
Moreover, for t sufficiently large, Rtu is not even a contraction on W12 pQq. With λ P σpG2q,
λ ‰ 0, ˇˇ
1` t
2
2
λ´ γt
3
6
λloooooooomoooooooon
PσpRtq
ˇˇ Ñ 8, ptÑ8q,
and so }Rt}2,µQ Ñ 8, pt Ñ 8q. We will see in the numerical experiments that this quickly
(i.e. already for small to moderate t) destroys the interpretation of the eigenvalues of Rt as
metastability quantifiers.
6As we never work with higher orders, we refer to Rt simply as “the Taylor approximation” from now on.
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Therefore we mainly use an alternative approximation to St, called the exponential approx-
imation Et, which is L1µQ-norm-preserving and positive for densities, further contractive on
W12 pQq. One has to be careful with notation, however. As G2 is an unbounded operator on
C2 pQq X L2µQpQq, an operator exponential of form eG2 cannot be defined by an infinite se-
ries. However, considerations of e.g. Pazy [38] allow us to define Et over a bounded operator
approximating G2, the so-called Yosida approximation:
Gλ2 :“ λG2pλI ´G2q´1 for λ P Rě0 .
Lemma 4.8. Gλ2 is a bounded linear operator on W12 pQq, and
lim
λÑ8G
λ
2 “ G2.
Proof. As the infinitesimal generator of the Smoluchowski dynamics, G2 fullfills the assumptions
of [38, Theorem 3.1]. Thus, the statement holds due to [38, Lemma 3.3].
With this, we define
Etu :“ exp
ˆ
t2
2
G2
˙
u :“ lim
λÑ8 exp
ˆ
t2
2
Gλ2
˙
u,
which has the desired properties:
Proposition 4.9. Let u P L1µQpQq, u ě 0. Then Etu ě 0 and }Etu}1,µQ “ }u}1,µQ . Moreover,
Et is a contraction on LkµQpQq.
Proof. Due to Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 4.8, Et is simply a time-scaled version of the transfer
operator of the Smoluchowski dynamics:
Et “ P t2{2Smol.
As such, it inherits the desired properties from P tSmol.
The following statements describe the approximation quality of Et for small t, analogous to the
Taylor approximation:
Lemma 4.10. Let u PWN2 pQq. Then for tÑ 0,
εptq :“
››››Etu´ Nÿ
n“0
`
t2
2 G2
˘n
n!
u
››››
2,µQ
“ Opt2N`1q.
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
Corollary 4.11. Let u PW12 pQq. Then››Etu´ Stu››
2,µQ
“ Opt3q
for tÑ 0.
Proof.
››Etu´ Stu››
2,µQ
ď
›››Etu´ ` 2ÿ
n“0
tn
n!
Gk
˘
u
›››
2,µQ
`
›››` 2ÿ
n“0
tn
n!
Gn
˘
u´ Stu
›››
2,µQ
“
›››Etu´ 1ÿ
n“0
`
t2
2 G2
˘n
n!
u
›››
2,µQ
`
›››` 2ÿ
n“0
tn
n!
Gn
˘
u´ Stu
›››
2,µQ
.
Both summands are Opt3q, the first due to Lemma 4.10, the second due to Theorem 4.6.
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Remark 4.12.
1. An approximation order of Opt4q can be achieved by including G3 into Et, i.e. setting
Et3 :“ exp
ˆ
t2
2
G2 ` t
3
6
G3
˙
:“ lim
λÑ8 exp
ˆˆ
t2
2
´ γ t
3
6
˙
Gλ2
˙
.
Et3 again is a time-rescaled transfer operator of the Smoluchowski dynamics. However,
it is not contractive for all t as σpG2q Ă p´8, 0s and t22 ´ γ t
3
6 Ñ ´8 for t Ñ 8. We
thus stick to the lower-order approximation to retain the correct qualitative behavior for
tÑ8.
2. In contrast to the operator Rt, which is only defined on the domain of the associated
pseudo generators, the operator Et can be defined for every u P LkµQpQq. We conjecture
that Corollary 4.11 holds also for this class of functions, although our proof is not extend-
able to this case—it uses the Taylor reconstruction to estimate the error. More advanced
techniques from semigroup theory are needed, hence this will be subject of future studies.
Reconstruction of eigenspaces. The error asymptotics carries over to the spectrum and
eigenvectors of St, Rt and Et in the following way:
Corollary 4.13. Let u be an eigenvector of Rt or Et to eigenvalue λ. Then u PW12 pQq and››Stu´ λu››
2,µQ
“ Opt4q for Rt,››Stu´ λu››
2,µQ
“ Opt3q for Et.
Thus, for small t we interpret the eigenpair pu, λq of Rt or Et as a good approximation to an
eigenpair of St.
5 Numerical experiments
We now show how to numerically exploit the newly-developed approximations to St on two
simple examples. We will see that the simple structure of our pseudogenerators (up to G3)
allows for cheap evaluation if the right discretization techniques are used. For small lag times
t, the approximated operators can be used for accurate metastability analysis and the expected
convergence rates hold.
In this setting, the discretization technique of choice are spectral collocation methods, since
they are known to converge faster than any polynomial order, provided the underlying objects
are (infinitely) smooth [45].
5.1 Regularity of the eigenfunctions
Under sufficient regularity assumptions on the Langevin SDE, the eigenfunctions of the asso-
ciated spatial transfer operator St and of the associated Smoluchowski dynamics P tSmol (hence
of G2 too) can be shown to be C8, i.e. smooth. This allows for an extremely efficient approxi-
mation by spectral methods. All one needs is the following assumption.
Assumption 5.1. Let the potential V : Rd Ñ R be C8 and let all its derivatives of order
greater or equal two be bounded.
The proof of smoothness touches upon techniques beyond the scope of this manuscript, hence
we deferred it to Appendix C.
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5.2 Spectral collocation
All our operators will be discretized and compared using spectral collocation methods. We refer
to [18], where these methods have been applied to transfer operator semigroups, i.e. the case
where a “true” infinitesimal generator exists. Note that in contrast to [48], we do not need to
compute boundary integrals on high dimensional domains.
To avoid dealing with boundary conditions, we restrict ourselves to periodic position spaces.
For a more general introduction see, for example, [45].
For Q “ T1, the 1-dimensional unit circle, define for n odd the finite dimensional approximation
space Un of trigonometric polynomials with basis of Fourier modes 
φk
(
´n´1
2
ďkďn´1
2
, φkpqq “ e2ipikq, (22)
as well as the corresponding collocation nodes Qn :“ t0, 1{n, . . . , pn´ 1q{nu.
with fitting collocation nodes Qn :“
 
cos
`p2k ´ 1qpi{p2nq˘, k “ 0, . . . , n´ 1(.
Multi-dimensional phase spaces, consisting of cartesian products of T1, can be discretized using
a corresponding product basis.
Let In : U Ñ Un be the corresponding projection from some function space U (in our case
L2µQpQq) to Un. For an operator A : U Ñ U , we then define the discretized operator An : Un Ñ
Un by
An : Un Ñ Un, Anf :“ InAf. (23)
The operator An has a matrix representation which, for the sake of notational simplicity, is also
denoted by An:
An “
`
Aφipqjq
˘
ij
,
We are interested in parts of the spectrum and the associated eigenspaces of A, for A “ St, Rt, Et
or G2. So instead of solving Av “ λv on U , we solve Anv “ v on Un. In matrix form, using the
collocation matrix Mn “
`
φipqjq
˘
ij
, this becomes a generalized eigenvalue problem on Cn:
Anc “ λMnc or pAn ´ λMnqc “ 0, (24)
where
řn
k“1 ckφk then is the approximative eigenfunction of A to eigenvalue λ in Laplace space.
Under mild smoothness conditions on the potential V , readily fulfilled if Assumption 5.1 is
satisfied, the Fourier and Chebyshev bases fulfill the requirements of Corollaries 4.7 and 4.11,
i.e. φk PW12 pQq , k “ 1, . . . , n.
5.3 Ulam’s method
Since even for our simple academic examples, St cannot be computed analytically, a reference
method is needed with which we can compute the eigenvalues and -vectors of St. For this, we
here employ Ulam’s method (see e.g. [8]).
Let tA1, . . . , Anu be a partition of Q into subsets of positive Lebesgue measure7. Define the
approximation space Un “ span pχA1 , . . . , χAnq. Now, the discretization of St, denoted by
Stn : Un Ñ Un, is the Galerkin projection of St onto Un. It has the matrix representation`
Stn
˘
i,j
“ 1
µpAjq
ż
Aj
StχAi dµQ
“ 1
µpAjq
ż
ΓpAiq
fΩpq, pqp
`
t, pq, pq,ΓpAjq
˘
dpq, pq,
7Typical choices are (uniform) hyperrectangles or Voronoi cells.
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with pp¨, ¨, ¨q the stochastic transition function of Langevin dynamics (6).
This integral can be computed numerically by Monte Carlo quadrature, which involves sam-
pling ΓpAiq, numerically integrating the Langevin equations for time t, and counting transitions
to ΓpAjq.
5.4 Example: double well potential
To accurately test the approximation quality of Rt and Et to St, we first analyze a simple one-
dimensional Langevin system on the unit circle, which can be discretized to high resolution. It
has the periodic potential
V pqq “ 1` 3 cosp2piqq ` 3 cos2p2piqq ´ cos3p2piqq.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
2
4
6
q
V
pqq
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
t
q
Figure 1: The two wells of the periodic double well potential indicate two metastable regions
in configuration space. A trajectory of the according Langevin dynamics with appropriate
temperature shows the characteristic jumping pattern between wells.
We consider the system at inverse temperature β “ 1 and Langevin damping constant γ “ 1.
As even for this simple system neither eigenvalues nor -vectors can be computed analytically,
we first compute a classical Ulam approximation to St with a large number of discretization
boxes N and sampling points M , denoted by StN . Spectra and eigenvectors of S
t
N then serve
as a reference point for the error analysis. A resolution of N “ 210 and M “ 104 sampling
points produce sufficiently accurate spectral data, as a further increase does not alter the results
considerably.
As our goal is metastability analysis, we analyze the error in the portion of the spectrum and
the eigenvectors that are necessary to identify almost invariant sets. Table 2 shows a distinct
spectral gap after the second eigenvalue, so analysing λ1, λ2 and v1, v2 should reveal the principal
metastable sets.
EV # 1 2 3 4 5
t “ 0.1 1.0000 0.9428 0.4324 0.3139 0.2022
t “ 1 1.0000 0.6620 0.1775 0.0515 0.0401
Figure 2: The five largest eigenvalues of StN for different lag times t. Note the spectral gap after
λ2.
For the discretized approximative operators G2,n, R
t
n and E
t
n, we use n “ 33 approximation
functions of form (22) and the same number of collocation points. The fourier modes have
inherent periodic boundary conditions.
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Eigenvalue comparison. The absolute error in the relevant eigenvalues can be measured by
εRptq :“
ˇˇ
λ1pStN q ´ λ1pRtnq
ˇˇ` ˇˇλ2pStN q ´ λ2pRtnqˇˇ
εEptq :“
ˇˇ
λ1pStN q ´ λ1pEtnq
ˇˇ` ˇˇλ2pStN q ´ λ2pEtnqˇˇ,
where λkpStN q, λkpRtnq, λkpEtnq is the k-the eigenvalue of SN , Rn, En, respectively.
10´2 10´1 100
10´6
10´3
100
103
t
εRptq
εEptq
t4
Figure 3: Eigenvalue errors for the Taylor and Exponential approximation for small t. εRptq
is consistent with the estimated convergence rate Opt4q. εEptq even (visually) exceeds the
predicted covergence rate of Opt3q.
In Figure 4 the 8 largest eigenvalues for increasing lag times are shown. We see that for small t, a
decent approximation of the eigenvalues of StN can be expected from both R
t
n and E
t
n. However,
for bigger t, the third-order Taylor approximation Rt becomes worse, while Et at least shows the
proper qualitative behavior. Added for comparison, the Smoluchowski spectrum, representing
a completely different dynamics, does not resemble the spectrum of StN .
Eigenvector comparison. Before comparing to the approximated operators, observe that
the eigenvectors of St (and StN ) are time-dependend. This is contrastive to any semi-group
transfer operator, whose eigenvectors coincide with those of its infinitesimal generator for all
times. While the first eigenvector remains constant v1 ” 1, the second eigenvector starts out
as almost a step function, but gets more concentrated in the potential wells for increased lag
times (Figure 5).
The eigenvectors of Rt and Et, however, are time-invariant, and coincide with those of G2, by
construction. For small lag times, the second eigenvector w2 of G2,n (and thus R
t
n and E
t
n)
compares well to the second eigenvector v2 of S
t
N (see Figure 3). For larger t, when the v2
becomes more and more concentrated at the potential wells, the difference is more noticable.
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0 0.5
0
0.5
1 StN
t
0 0.5
0
0.5
1 Rtn
t
0 0.5
0
0.5
1 Etn
t
0 0.5
0
0.5
1 P tSmol,N
t
Figure 4: The solid lines show the course of the 8 biggest eigenvalues of the various discretized
operators. For small lag times, both the spectra of Rt and Et show the right asymptotics,
while for tÑ8, Et at least has the qualitative behaviour. The spectrum of the Smoluchowski
transfer operator compares poorly to that of StN .
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0 0.5 1
v 2
2nd eigenvector of StN , unweighted
t “ 0.1
t “ 0.3
t “ 1
0 0.5 1
w
2
2nd eigenvector of G2,n, unweighted.
0 0.5 1
q
v 2
f Q
2nd eigenvector of StN ,
weighted with fQ
t “ 0.1
t “ 0.3
t “ 1
0 0.5 1
q
w
2
f Q
2nd eigenvector of G2,n
weighted with fQ.
Figure 5: Visual comparison of the second largest eigenvectors of StN for short and intermediate
lag times t (left column), and of G2,n (right column). For S
t
N , we see strong time-dependency
in the unweighted case.
As we consider all spatial operators on L2µQpQq, their pysical interpretation is to transport
densities with respect to fQ (see also the next paragraph). It is therefore appropriate to weight
their eigenvectors with fQ, as this gives their representation with respect to the Lebesgue
measure. In the weighted space, the time-dependece of v2 becomes insignificant, as can be seen
in Figure 5. Consequently, our restoration provides a very good approximation (Figure 5).
The sign structure of w2 now identifies the pair of metastable sets
A1 “ tw2 ą 0u “ p0, 0.5q, A2 “ tw2 ă 0u “ p0.5, 1q.
Transition probabilities. Theorem 3.1 also provides estimates for the transition probabili-
ties between those sets: the combined “degree of metastability” ppt, A1, A1q`ppt, A2, A2q can be
bounded from above and below by functions of the second largest eigenvalue λ2pStq. To verify
this numerically, and to examine the approximation quality of bounds based on the eigenvalue
λ2pEtq8 , we first estimate ppt, Ai, Aiq by Monte Carlo integration:
1. Sample two sets of starting points, with density χA1fQ and χA2fQ.
2. Integrate those samples numerically for some fixed time t under the Langevin dynamics.
8The approximation of the bounds based on Rt is ommited here, as the only difference to Et is the (already
demonstrated) rate of decay for tÑ8.
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3. Count the portion of points that remained in A1 and A2, respectively.
For sufficiently many samples, this provides an accurate estimate for ppt, A1, A1q and ppt, A2, A2q.
Figure 7 (left) confirms the bounds based on λ2pStq. They do, however, provide a relatively
large margin of error, and diverge for increasing lag time9. Figure 7 (right) now shows that for
small lag times, the bounds based on λ2pEtq also contain ppt, A1, A1q ` ppt, A2, A2q, and thus
are an accurate approximation to the bounds based on λ2pStq in this time region.
0 0.25 0.5
0
q
χA1fQ
A1
0 0.25 0.5
0
q
χA2fQ
A2
Figure 6: The invariant sets with the corresponding portion of the canonical density.
0 0.25 0.5
1
1.5
2 StN
t
1` λ2
1` ρ2λ2 ` c
ppt, A1, A1q ` ppt, A2, A2q
0 0.25 0.5
1
1.5
2 Etn
t
1` λ2
1` ρ2λ2 ` c
ppt, A1, A1q ` ppt, A2, A2q
Figure 7: Metastability of the partition A1, A2 and comparison to the bounds of Theorem 3.1,
calculated based on the second largest eigenvalue of St (left) and Et (right).
A recent continuation of the pseudogenerator theory [3] shows that it may be possible to extend
the time scales for which meaningful information can be extracted from the reconstructed op-
erator, i.e. for which λ2pEtq resembles λ2pStq. It has been discussed that St exhibits a kind of
”almost-Markovianity”, which results in a basically exponential decay of λ2pStq for high enough
damping γ and large enough t. Transfering this decay rate to λ2pEtq, it has been demonstrated
that λ2pSk¨τ q «
`
λ2pEτ q
˘k
, for the right choice of τ and k large enough.
5.5 Example: four well potential
The discretization and restoration method performs similarly on higher-dimensional domains.
Using grid-based spectral collocation, we can reconstruct the spatial transfer operator for a
9It can be argued that weighting the initial distribution of points by |w2| gives a “more physical” portion of
the canonical density, i.e. χAi |w2|fQ. The corresponding degree of metastability does, in fact, coincide much
better with the upper bound.
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two-dimensional four well potential of the form
V pq1, q2q “ 1` 3 cosp2piq1q ` 3 cos2p2piq1q ´ cos3p2piq1q
` 1` 3 cosp2piq2q ` 3 cos2p2piq2q ´ cos3p2piq2q ` cosp2piq2 ´ pi
3
q. (25)
Figure 8: The four well potential in the region r0, 1s2.
This potential is of interest, as the four local minima of different depth form multiple hierarchies
of metastable sets. A similar (albeit non-periodic) potential was considered in [10]. Again, the
potential is periodic on T2, so for discretization we use (products of) Fourier modes. As for
this example we do not perform rigorous error analysis, a resolution of 33 basis functions and
collocation points per dimension is sufficient for both the Ulam and collocation discretizations,
resulting in a total of 961 basis functions. We use heat and damping parameters β “ 1, γ “ 1.
The spectrum of the (Ulam-approximated) spatial transfer operator shows a significant gap
after the fourth eigenvalue; we thus expect to identify four metastable sets, corresponding to
the four potential wells.
EV # 1 2 3 4 5 6
t “ 0.1 0.9974 0.9053 0.8950 0.8122 0.4063 0.3647
t “ 1 0.9873 0.7518 0.7307 0.5569 0.2894 0.2769
Figure 9: The six largest eigenvalues of Stn for short and intermediate lag times t. Note the
spectral gap after λ4.
For the significant eigenvectors v2, v3, v4 of S
t
n and their approximations w2, w3, w4 via G2,n, we
observe a similar behavior as in the one-dimensional case: For longer lag times, the relevant
eigenvectors get more and more concentrated in the regions of the potential wells. Again, the
sign structure is largely identical (Figure 10).
Transition probabilities and hierarchies of metastability. The sign structure of the
three isolated eigenvectors partitions Q into three pairs of metastable sets, each with a different
“degree of metastability” (Figure 11). The portion of fQ resembling the respective metastable
sets now is
fAi “ χAifQ, fBi “ χBifQ, fCi “ χCifQ, i “ 1, 2.
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Figure 10: The three most significant eigenvectors of G2,n (top row) and S
t
n for different lag
times (second and third row), unweighted.
Again sampling these densities, integrating and counting the points remaining in the respective
sets shows the connection to the dominant eigenvalues of St as of Theorem 3.1. Again, for short
times, the bounds based on the spectrum of Etn captures the decay of metastability quite well
(Figure 12).
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Figure 11: The three tiers of invariant sets, identified via G2,n. The artifacts on the left border
of C1, C2 can be attributed to the ill-conditioned sign structure analysis.
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Figure 12: Combined metastability of the identified sets and comparison to the bounds of
Theorem 3.1 for both St and Et.
6 Conclusion and future work
We have considered the dynamics of the position coordinate for a molecular dynamics sys-
tem given by the Langevin process in thermal equilibrium. Following the aim of an efficient,
trajectory-free evaluation of the associated spatial transfer operator, we have found that the
spatial dynamics behaves up to third order in time as a t ÞÑ t22 scaled Smoluchowski dynamics
(for tÑ 0); cf. Proposition 4.9 and Corollary 4.11.
The numerical experiments suggest that our theoretical findings on the asymptotic approxi-
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mation error can be extended to the dominant spectrum as well, hence that the approach is
applicable for metastability analysis. In order to be applicable to bio-chemically relevant sys-
tems, two main points have to be addressed: (a) extension of the approximation quality for
larger time scales, and (b) dealing with the numerical approximation for higher dimensional
systems. Thus we are going to investigate the following topics in future studies:
‚ Corollary 4.11 tells us that a time-scaled Smoluchowski dynamics approximates the spatial
dynamics of a Langevin process up to third order in time – independently of the Langevin
damping coefficient γ. Of course, a quantitative estimate would depend on the damping, and
it is important to understand how the approximation quality behaves for varying damping and
larger lag times.
‚ It is shown in Appendix B that the spatial dynamics is ergodic, which suggests an exponential
decay of the eigenvalues of the spatial transfer operator as tÑ8. Incorporating this qualitative
property into the structure of the reconstruction (i.e. the approximation of the spatial transfer
operator from the pseudo generators) is key to be able to leap to larger lag times and have the
time scales of the original system approximated properly.
‚ The potential, governing the self-dynamics of a molecule, can be formulated in terms of internal
coordinates of the molecule: bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles. Describing the
dynamics of the system in these coordinates maintains its essential dynamical properties, but
reduces its dimension. We shall examine how the pseudo generator approach can be transferred
into these coordinates, and whether the dimensional reduction pays off against the imposed
additional difficulties (e.g. the mass matrix, which is a constant diagonal matrix in Cartesian
coordinates—taken to be the identity in (2) and (3)—, is in general a position-dependent full
matrix in the internal coordinates [17]).
‚ The internal coordinates above often play an even more prominent role: in many cases, the
dominant conformational transitions can be described by only a few of them; e.g. the α é β
transition for alanin dipeptide occurs in the φ{ψ coordinate plane. Evidently, if a faithful
projection of the full Langevin dynamics to these essential coordinates can be carried out, this
yields a massive dimensionality reduction. Certainly, however, through this projection (which is
additional to the already imposed averaging over the momenta) dynamical information is lost,
and we expect the approximation quality by the associated pseudo generators to deteriorate.
‚ Especially in the latter case, the use of higher order pseudo generators could be advantageous.
It shall be investigated how to incorporate them into the reconstruction, and assessed whether
the increase in accuracy due to increased approximation order is worth the effort to compute
higher order derivatives of the potential—as they will probably enter the expressions. However,
we have seen in Proposition 4.4 that G3 “ ´γG2, hence no additional potential evaluations
are needed. Whether this is a generic pattern for pseudo generators or a singular fluke will be
examined in future studies.
‚ Cases will appear where despite all dimension and model reduction techniques we have to
deal with the discretization of operators on function spaces over medium- to high-dimensional
spatial domains, which are subject to the curse of dimension. Following [48], we intend to use
meshfree approximation methods where the nodes are distributed according to prior knowledge
gained from trajectory data. The faith in this approach resides in recent results of transition
path theory [13, 14, 46], which shows that the vast majority of conformational transitions occur
along a few dominant, low dimensional transition pathways.
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A Derivation of pseudo generators by vector calculus
Proof of Proposition 4.4. By Lemma 4.3, we obtain Gn by calculating L
n
Lan, n P t1, 2, 3u and
applying the momentum integral afterwards. For readability, we use the shorthand L instead
of LLan for the remainder of this proof. Let u P L2µQpQq X C4pQq.
1. L is the differential operator of the Fokker–Planck equation (10), and therefore
L
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘ “ ˆγ
β
∆p ´ p ¨∇q `∇qV ¨∇p ` γp ¨∇p ` dγ
˙`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
“ γ
β
upqq∆pfΩpq, pq
´ p ¨ `∇qupqqfpq, pq ` upqq∇qfΩpq, pq˘
`∇qV pqq ¨
`
upqq∇pfΩpq, pq
˘
` γupqqp ¨∇pfΩpq, pq
` dγupqqfΩpq, pq.
Setting fΩpq, pq “ 1Z e´βp
p¨p
2
`V pqqq, this becomes
“ 1
Z
e´βp p¨p2 `V pqqq
”γ
β
pβ2p ¨ p´ dβqupqq ´ pp ¨∇qupqq ´ βp ¨∇qV pqqupqqq
´ βp ¨∇qV pqqupqq ´ βγp ¨ pupqq ` dγupqq
ı
“ ´ 1
Z
e´βp p¨p2 `V pqqqp ¨∇qupqq.
Applying the integral (and normalizing) in (14), we get
G1upqq “ 1
fQpqq
ż
P
BtT t
ˇˇˇ
t“0
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp
“ 1
fQpqq
ż
P
´ 1
Z
e´βp p¨p2 `V pqqqp ¨∇qupqqdp
“ ´ 1
fQpqq
1
Z
e´βV pqq
„ż
P
e´β
p¨p
2 pp ¨∇qupqqq dp

“ ´ 1
fQpqq
1
Z
e´βV pqq
dÿ
k“1
„
Bqkupqq
ż
P
pke
´β p¨p
2 dp

.
With p˜k “ pp1, . . . , pk´1, pk`1, . . . , pdqᵀ, Pk “ R and P˜k “ Rd´1 this becomes
“ ´ 1
fQpqq
1
Z
e´βV pqq
dÿ
k“1
„
Bqkupqq
ż
P˜k
e´β
p˜k¨p˜k
2 dp˜k
ż
Pk
e´β
p2k
2 pkdpkloooooooomoooooooon
“0

.
The last integral is 0 due to symmetry, and so
G1upqq “ 0, @u, q.
2. Having already derived (see above)
L
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘ “ ´ 1
Z
e´βp p¨p2 `V pqqqp ¨∇qupqq,
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we apply L a second time:
L2
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘ “ Lˆ´ 1
Z
e´βp p¨p2 `V pqqqp ¨∇qupqq
˙
“
ˆ
γ
β
∆p ´ p ¨∇q `∇qV ¨∇p ` γp ¨∇p ` dγ
˙ˆ
´ 1
Z
e´βp p¨p2 `V pqqqp ¨∇qupqq
˙
“ γ
β
1
Z
e´βp p¨p2 `V pqqq γ
β
”
p ¨∇qupqqp´βpd` 2q ` β2p ¨ pq
´ `´ βp ¨∇qV pqqp ¨∇upqq ´ βp ¨Hqupqq ¨ p˘
` `∇qV pqq ¨∇qupqq ´ βp∇qV pqq ¨ pqpp ¨∇qupqqq˘
` γ`p ¨∇qupqq ´ βpp ¨ pqpp ¨∇qupqqq˘
` dγp ¨∇qupqq
ı
“ 1
Z
e´βp p¨p2 `V pqqq`γp ¨∇qupqq ` p ¨Hqupqq ¨ p´∇qV pqq ¨∇qupqq˘,
with Hqu the Hessian of u. Applying the integral in (14) and using the defintion of fQ and Z
gives
G2upqq “
´ż
P
e´β
p¨p
2
dp
¯´1 ż
P
e´β
p¨p
2
`
γp ¨∇qupqq ` βp ¨Hqupqq ¨ p´∇qV pqq ¨∇qupqq
˘
dp
“
´ β
2pi
¯ d
2
” ż
P
γe´β
p¨p
2 p ¨∇qupqq dploooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
“0
`
ż
P
e´β
p¨p
2 p ¨Hqupqq ¨ p dplooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
“ 1
β
´
2pi
β
¯ d
2 ∆qupqq
´
ż
P
e´β
p¨p
2 ∇qV pqq ¨∇qupqq dploooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
“
´
2pi
β
¯
∇qupqq¨∇qV pqq
ı
The first integral is 0 due to symmetry. Expanding the second integral, all but the “diagonal”
summands are 0 due to symmetry, so only ∆q remains as integral operator. So this finally
becomes
“ 1
β
∆qupqq ´∇qupqq ¨∇qV pqq .
3. We apply L a third time:
L3
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘ “ L´L2`upqqfΩpq, pq˘¯, (26)
with
L2
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘ “ fΩpq, pq`γp ¨∇qupqq ` p ¨Hqupqq ¨ p´∇qV pqq ¨∇qupqq˘. (27)
After simplifying, with partial help of a computer algebra system, this becomes
L3
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘ “ 1
β
fΩpq, pq ¨
“
3p ¨Hqupqq ¨∇qV pqq ` βp ¨HqV pqq ¨∇qupqq
` 2γ∆qupqq ` βγ∇qupqq ¨∇qV pqq
´ βγ2p ¨∇qupqq ´ 3βγp ¨Hqupqq ¨ p
´ βp ¨∇qpp ¨Hqupqq ¨ pq
‰
.
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We now take the integral over p. First note, thatż
P
fΩpq, pqp ¨Hqupqq ¨∇qV pqq dp “ 0ż
P
fΩpq, pqp ¨HqV pqq ¨∇qupqq dp “ 0ż
P
fΩpq, pqp ¨∇qupqq dp “ 0ż
P
fΩpq, pqp ¨∇qpp ¨Hqupq, pq ¨ pq dp “ 0
due to symmetry, therefore all that remains is
1
fQpqq
ż
P
L3
`
upqqfΩpq, pq
˘
dp “
“
´
β
ż
P
e´β
p¨p
2 dp
¯´1 ż
P
e´β
p¨p
2
“
2γ∆qupqq ` βγ∇qupqq ¨∇qV pqq ´ 3βγp ¨Hqupqq ¨ p
‰
dp
“ 1
β
´2pi
β
¯´d{2”
2γ∆qupqq
´2pi
β
¯d{2 ` βγ∇qupqq ¨∇qV pqq´2pi
β
¯d{2 ´ 3γ∆qupqq´2pi
β
¯d{2ı
“ ´γ
β
∆qupqq ` γ∇qu ¨∇qV pqq
“ ´γ
´ 1
β
∆qupqq ´∇qupqq ¨∇qV pqq
¯
.
Proof of Lemma 4.10. Etu is N ` 1 times differentiable in t. Thus we can apply the Taylor
expansion for Banach space valued functions to Et (see [49, Section 4.5]):
Etu “
2Nÿ
n“0
tn
n!
pBnsEs
ˇˇ
s“0qu`
´ ż 1
0
1
p2Nq!p1´ sq
2NB2N`1s Estu ds
¯
t2N`1.
The n-th derivative of Es is
BnsEs “ Es
tn
2
uÿ
k“0
n! sn´2k
2kk!pn´ 2kq!G
n´k
2 .
For future reference, we define the operator An :“
tn
2
uÿ
k“0
n!sn´2k
2kk!pn´ 2kq!G
n´k
2 .
Evaluation at s “ 0 yields
BnsEs
ˇˇ
s“0 “
$&%0 , n oddn!
2
n
2 pn
2
q!G
n
2
2 , n even
,
and so
2Nÿ
n“0
tn
n!
pBnsEs
ˇˇ
s“0qu “
Nÿ
n“0
t2n
p2nq!
´p2nq!
2nn!
Gn2
¯
u “
Nÿ
n“0
t2n
2nn!
Gn2u.
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Thus the remainder is only the integral:››››Etu´ Nÿ
n“0
`
t2
2 G2
˘n
n!
u
››››
2,µQ
“
›››t2N`1 ż 1
0
1
p2Nq!p1´ sq
2NB2N`1Estu ds
›››
2,µQ
ď t
2N`1
p2Nq! supsPr0,1s
››B2N`1Esu››
2,µQ
“ t
2N`1
p2Nq! supsPr0,1s
››pEsA2N`1qu››2,µQ
ď t
2N`1
p2Nq! supsPr0,1s
››Es››
2,µQlooomooon
ď1
}A2N`1u}2,µQ .
Due to the choice of u, }A2N`1u}2,µQ ă 8. This completes the proof.
B Spectral properties of the spatial transfer operator
To extract quantitative metastability properties of the spatial dynamics from its transfer op-
erator, we will use the results of Huisinga [22]. More precisely, we will prove that the spatial
transfer operator St we consider satisfies the conditions under which Theorem 3.1 above is
valid. Recall that we model molecular dynamics by the Langevin equation on the canonical
state space with position coordinates q and momenta p, such that the unique invariant density
of the system is the canonical density fΩpq, pq “ fQpqqfPppq with fQpqq9 expp´βV pqqq and
fPppq9 expp´12p ¨ pq being called the spatial and momentum distributions, respectively.
Opposed to the density-based statistical description of the dynamics used in the main text, we
will work with a slightly greater generality here. To this end let ptLan denote the stochastic tran-
sition function of the Langevin process, i.e. if pqt,ptq is a Langevin process with deterministic
initial condition q0 “ q and p0 “ p (almost surely), then
ptLanppq, pq, Aq “ Probppqt,ptq P Aq, @ measurable A Ă Qˆ P.
Now we can express spatial fluctuations in the canonical density even for initial distributions
not absolutely continuous to fQ, such as the Dirac measure δq˚ centered in some q˚ P Q. In
accordance with (14) we have for a measurable A Ă Q that
ptSpq˚, Aq :“ Stδq˚pAq “ 1fQpq˚q
ż
P
fΩpq˚, pqptLan
`pq˚, pq, Aˆ P˘ dp . (28)
Below we will consider transition probabilities of the spatial dynamics (with lag time t) between
two measurable subsets A,B Ă Q of the configuration space, supposed that the initial condition
is distributed with respect to the invariant density fQ. Let us denote these probabilities by
ptSpA,Bq. We have that
ptSpA,Bq “ 1ş
AfQpqqdq
ż
A
fQpqqptSpq,Bqdq “ 1ş
AfQpqqdq
ż
AˆP
fQpqqfPppqptLan
`pq, pq, BˆP˘dpq, pq.
Reversibility of the spatial dynamics. First, we will show that St is self-adjoint in the
weighted space L2µQpQq, hence its spectrum is purely real. Self-adjointness of the transfer
operator is equivalent with reversibility of the corresponding process: the following result is
from [22, Proposition 1.1], re-stated for our purposes.
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Proposition B.1. Fix t ą 0. Let St : L2µQpQq Ă L1µQpQq Ñ L2µQpQq denote the transfer
operator of the spatial dynamics for lag time t. Let the associated (discrete time) Markov process
be denoted by qn, n P N. Then St is self-adjoint with respect to the scalar product x¨, ¨y2,µQ, i.e.
xStu, vy2,µQ “ xu, Stvy2,µQ for all u, v P L2µQpQq, if and only if qn is reversible.
Reversibility in this case is equivalent with ptSpA,Bq “ ptSpB,Aq for any measurable A,B Ă Q.
Indeed, one way to define the reversed process is by setting ptS,revpA,Bq :“ ptSpB,Aq for any
measurable A,B Ă Q. In order to show reversibility let us start with a property of the Langevin
process.10
Lemma B.2. Let ptLan,rev denote the transition function of the reversed Langevin process, and
let A Ă Qˆ P be a measurable set which is symmetric in the momentum coordinate, i.e.
A “  pq,´pq ˇˇ pq, pq P A( .
Then ptLan
`pq, pq, A˘ “ ptLan,rev`pq,´pq, A˘ for any q P Q, p P P.
Proof. Recall the Langevin SDE (3):
Bqt “ pt
Bpt “ ´∇V pqtq ´ γpt ` σwt .
The reversed Langevin process is also an Itoˆ diffusion [19] governed by the SDE
Bqt “ ´pt
Bpt “ ∇V pqtq ´ γpt ` σwt .
Applying the substitution p˜ “ ´p for the Langevin equations in forward time, and using the
fact that wt and ´wt are stochastically equivalent in the sense that their distributions coincide,
we obtain
Bqt “ ´p˜t
Bp˜t “ ∇V pqtq ´ γp˜t ` σwt .
Note that this is the same SDE as for the reversed process. Thus, the reversed process starting
at pq,´pq has the same distribution as pqt,´ptq, where pqt,ptq is the forward time process
starting at pq, pq.
To show reversibility of the spatial dynamics, we rewrite ptSpA,Bq in equivalent terms. Let us
also introduce the shorthand notation FA “ µQpAq “
ş
A fQpqq dq.
ptSpA,Bq “ F´1A
ż
AˆP
fQpqqfPppqptLan
`pq, pq, B ˆ P˘ dpq, pq
“ p´1qdF´1A
ż
Aˆ´P
fQpqqfPp´p˜qptLan
`pq,´p˜˘, B ˆ Pq dpq, p˜q
“ F´1A
ż
AˆP
fQpqqfPp´p˜qptLan
`pq,´p˜q, B ˆ P˘ dpq, p˜q ,
where we used the integral substitution p˜ “ ´p, then the symmetry of P, such that flipping the
integration bounds only introduces change of sign. From this and Lemma B.2 we obtain
ptSpA,Bq “ F´1A
ż
AˆP
fQpqqfPpp˜qptLan,rev
`pq, p˜q, B ˆ P˘ dpq, p˜q , (29)
10The property described in Lemma B.2 is also known as extended detailed balance condition, see [44,
Lemma 4.10].
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by exploiting that fPp´p˜q “ fPpp˜q. In the next lemma we establish that the right hand side
of (29) in fact expresses the transition probability from A to B for the reversed spatial process
ptS,rev, and hence p
t
SpA,Bq “ ptS,revpA,Bq “ ptSpB,Aq. This concludes the proof of reversibility
for the spatial process.
Lemma B.3. It holds ptS,revpA,Bq “ F´1A
ş
AˆP fQpqqfPppqptLan,rev
`pq, pq, BˆP˘ dpq, pq for any
measurable A,B Ă Q.
Proof. The transition probability for the reversed system can be obtained from Bayes formula:
ptS,revpA,Bq “
ptSpB,Aq
ş
B fQpqqdqş
A fQpqqdq
“ F´1A
ż
B
fQpqqptSpq,Aq dq
“ F´1A
ż
qPB
ż
q˜PA
fQpqqptSpq, dq˜q dq
“ . . .
where, by writing
ş
qPB we would like to indicate which variable is integrated over which set, to
maintain a good readability. With (28) we can expand the term on the right hand side further:
. . . “ F´1A
ż
qPB
ż
pPP
ż
q˜PA
ż
p˜PP
fQpqqfPppqptLan
`pq, pq, dpq˜, p˜q˘ dpdqlooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon
def“ fQpq˜qfP pp˜qptLan,rev
`
pq˜,p˜q,dpq,pq
˘
dq˜dp˜
“ . . .
where, for the underbraced term, we use the infinitesimal version of Bayes formula to relate the
transition functions of the forward and backward time Langevin processes. Rearranging the
integration order yields the claim
. . . “ F´1A
ż
q˜PA
ż
p˜PP
fQpq˜qfPpp˜qptLan,rev
`pq˜, p˜q, B ˆ P˘dp˜dq˜ .
Geometric ergodicity of the spatial dynamics.
Definition B.4. Let xt, where t denotes either discrete or continuous time, be a Markov process
with transition function pt and unique invariant measure µ. Then xt is called geometrically
ergodic if for every state x P X and time t
}ptpx, ¨q ´ µ}TV ďMpxqρt
holds for some M P L1µ and ρ ă 1. Here, } ¨ }TV denotes the total variation norm for signed
measures.
Following [22, Proposition 6.3] (see also [30] and [31]) we can establish the geometric ergodicity
of the Langevin process. Here and in the following µΩ denotes the canonical measure of the
Langevin process, i.e. dµΩ “ fΩdm.
Proposition B.5. Let xt denote the Langevin process. Fix some lag time t ą 0, and let
zn :“ xnt be the sampled time process. In either of the following cases, zn has the unique
invariant measure µΩ and is geometrically ergodic.
(i) The state space X Ă Rd is periodic and the potential V : X Ñ R is smooth.
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(ii) The state space X “ Rd, the potential V : X Ñ Rě0 is smooth and V pxq is growing at
infinity as }x}2l for some positive integer l.
We assume from now on that either condition (i) or (ii) of Proposition B.5 is satisfied. This
means, in particular, that for a fixed t ą 0 there is a function M P L1µΩpQˆ Pq and a constant
ρ ă 1 such that for every q P Q and p P P holds
}pntLanppq, pq, ¨q ´ µΩ}TV ďMpq, pqρn . (30)
To show geometric ergodicty of the spatial dynamics, recall its transition function from (28), and
that µQ given by dµQpqq :“ fQpqqdq is its unique invariant measure. Note that by construction
µQ “ µΩp¨ ˆ Pq. We have››pntS ppq, pq, ¨q ´ µQ››TV “ ››› żP fΩpq,pqfQpqq pntLan`pq, pq, ¨ ˆ P˘ dp´ µΩp¨ ˆ Pq
›››
TV
“
››› ż
P
fΩpq,pq
fQpqq
“
pntLan
`pq, pq, ¨ ˆ P˘´ µΩp¨ ˆ Pq‰ dp›››
TV
ď
ż
P
fΩpq,pq
fQpqq
››pntLan`pq, pq, ¨ ˆ P˘´ µΩp¨ ˆ Pq››TV dp
ď ρn
ż
P
fΩpq,pq
fQpqq Mpq, pq dplooooooooooomooooooooooon
“:M˜pqq
,
where the second line follows from
ş
P
fΩpq,pq
fQpqq dp “ 1, the third comes from pulling the norm
inside the integral, while the last inequality is a consequence of (30), and of the total variation
norm being defined by a supremum over all possible partitions of state space (more precisely:
restricting the partitions to sets of the form ¨ ˆ P results in a total variation not greater than
in the non-restricted case). M P L1µΩpQˆ Pq implies M˜ P L1µQpQq. Thus, the spatial process is
geometrically ergodic.
The spectrum of the spatial transfer operator. Dynamical properties of the transition
function ptS—namely reversibility and geometric ergodicity—imply some desirable spectral prop-
erties of the associated transfer operator11 St : L2µQpQq Ñ L2µQpQq.
Consider the two properties of some transfer operator P :
(P1) The essential spectral radius of P is less than one, i.e. resspP q ă 1.
(P2) The eigenvalue λ “ 1 of P is simple and dominant.
[22, Theorem 4.31] states:
Theorem B.6. Let P : L2µ Ñ L2µ be a transfer operator associated with the reversible stochastic
transition function p. Then P satisfies properties (P1) and (P2) in L2µ, if and only if p is
µ-irreducible and (µ-a.e.) geometrically ergodic. The latter two conditions on p are satisfied, in
particular, if p is geometrically ergodic.
Thus, we have shown
Corollary B.7. If the potential V satisfies either conditions in Proposition B.5, then the spatial
transfer operator St : L2µQpQq Ñ L2µQpQq is self-adjoint and has the properties (P1) and (P2).
These are exactly the conditions under which Theorem 3.1 holds.
11As shown by Baxter and Rosenthal [2, Corollary to Lemma 1], the transfer operator associated with a
transition function having the invariant measure µ is a well-defined contraction on every LrµpQq, 1 ď r ď 8. See
also Corollary 2.1 in this manuscript.
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C Smoothness of eigenfunctions
We are going to show in this section that if Assumption 5.1 holds for the potential, then the
eigenfunctions of the
(i) spatial transfer operator St associated with the Langevin process (3), and of the
(ii) generator G of the Smoluchowski process (5)
are smooth, i.e. C8 functions. Qualitative results of this kind go back to Ho¨rmander [20], where
hypoelliptic diffusions have been considered. Indeed, what is known as Ho¨rmander’s condition,
is equivalent to W`pxq ą 0 for some ` ě 1, the function W` being defined below. Since the
spatial transfer operator involves an averaging over the momenta, we will require quantitative
estimates on the smoothness (cf. (32)) of transition density functions in order to carry over the
smoothness to the spatial transition density function, and to the eigenfunctions of St. For this
we will use the results based on Malliavin calculus.
The general theory. Consider the stochastic differential equation
Btxt “ b0pxtq `
mÿ
i“1
bipxtqwit, (31)
where the b0, b1, . . . , bm are vector fields over Rd, and the wit are independent standard one-
dimensional “white noise” processes. Note that both the Langevin and the Smoluchowski dif-
ferential equations we consider here are special cases of this, e.g. the latter with m “ d and
bi ” const ¨ ei, i “ 1, 2, . . . , d, with a suitable constant, and ei P Rd being the canonical unit
vectors.
For two differentiable vector fields v1, v2 : Rd Ñ Rd define their Lie bracket by rv1, v2spxq “
Dv2pxqv1pxq ´ Dv1pxqv2pxq, where Dv is the derivative of v with entries pDvpxqqij “ BviBxj pxq.
Further, for a multi-index α “ pα1, . . . , αkq P t0, 1, . . . ,muk Y tHu define bαi , 1 ď i ď m, by
induction: bHi “ bi, 1 ď i ď m, and bpα,jqi “ rbj , bαi s, 0 ď j ď m, where pα, jq “ pα1, . . . , αk, jq.
Also, let pH, jq “ j. For a multi-index α define
|α| “
"
0, if α “ H
`, if α P t0, . . . ,mu`
}α} “
"
0, if α “ H
|α| ` cardtj |αj “ 0u, if |α| ě 1
Now, for some ` P N and x, η P Rd let
W`px, ηq “
mÿ
i“1
ÿ
}α}ď`´1
pη ¨ bαi pxqq2,
W`pxq “ 1^ inf}η}2“1W`px, ηq :“ mint1, inf}η}2“1W`px, ηqu,
where the dot denotes the usual scalar product and } ¨ }2 the Euclidean norm. Kusuoka and
Stroock prove the following result; see also in [1].
Theorem C.1 ([28, Corollary 3.25]). Let b0, . . . , bm be C8 with all derivatives of order greater
or equal one be bounded, and fix some ` P N. Then for every x P A` :“ tx P Rd |W`pxq ą 0u,
t ą 0, the stochastic transition function pt of (31) has a smooth (i.e. C8 in every variable)
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transition density function k with respect to the Lebesgue measure, i.e. ptpx, dyq “ kpt, x, yqdy.
Moreover, for n, nx, ny P Ně0, multi-indices α P t0, 1, . . . , nxud, β P t0, 1, . . . , nyud, and some
T ą 0, there are constants c1, c2, r ą 0, independent of x and y, such thatˇˇBnt BαxBβy kpt, x, yqˇˇ ď c1trW`pxq exp
ˆ
´c2 }x´ y}
2
2
t
˙
@x P A`, y P Rd, 0 ă t ď T. (32)
Smoothness of the Smoluchowski eigenfunctions. Consider the Smoluchowski equation
Btqt “ ´∇V pqtq ` σwt,
with σ ą 0. Note that if V satisfies the conditions of Assumption 5.1, then the Smoluchowski
SDE automatically satisfies the first condition of Theorem C.1.
We have that bHi ” σei, the ith column of the d ˆ d matrix σI (here, I denotes the identity
matrix). Hence, with B “ σI,
W1pqq “ 1^ inf}η}2“1
dÿ
i“1
pη ¨ σeiq2 “ 1^ inf}η}2“1 }η
TB}22 “ 1^ σ2 ą 0, @q P Rd . (33)
In particular, by Theorem C.1, for all q P Rd the stochastic transition function of the above
Smoluchowski equation has a smooth transition density function kpt, q, qˆq with
|Bαy kpt, q, qˆq| ď c˜1 expp´c˜2}q ´ qˆ}22q, @q, qˆ P Rd, (34)
for a fixed t ą 0, with some constants c˜1, c˜2 independent of q and qˆ.
Let G and P tSmol denote the generator and the transfer operator (with respect to the Lebesgue
measure) of the Smoluchowski process, respectively. Now, by the Spectral Mapping Theorem
(Theorem 2.2) Gu “ λu if and only if P tSmolu “ eλtu for any t ě 0, i.e.
eλtupqˆq “
ż
Rd
upqqkpt, q, qˆq dq.
By Lebesgue’s theorem on differentiating parameter-dependent integrals, the right hand side of
this equation is continuously differentiable (with respect to qˆ) because for any i P t1, . . . , du,
|upqqBqˆikpt, q, qˆq| ď |upqq| c˜1 exp
`´c˜2}q ´ qˆ}22˘ ď c˜1|upqq|,
which is an integrable function. This argument can be iterated for derivatives of any order,
showing that upqq, the eigenfunction of G, is smooth.
Remark C.2. We have also considered the generator and semigroup with respect to the canon-
ical measure with density fQpqq9 expp´βV pqqq. As noted in the discussion preceding Corol-
lary 4.5, the densities of the transfer operator with respect to the Lebesgue and the canonical
measure differ only up to a factor fQpqq, which is a nowhere zero smooth function. Thus the
Smoluchowski eigenfunctions are smooth, no matter with respect to which of these both measures
we consider them.
Smoothness of the spatial eigenfunctions. Consider the Langevin equation, as in (3),
Btqt “ pt
Btpt “ ´∇V pqtq ´ γpt ` σwt ,
with γ, σ ą 0.
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In order to show the smoothness of the (time-dependent) spatial eigenfunctions satisfying Stut “
λtu
t, our strategy is the same as for the Smoluchowski case. First, we show that W` is uniformly
bounded away from zero as in (33), then apply Theorem C.1 to imply a bound on the derivatives
of the transition density function k, as in (34). From this, using Lebesgue’s theorem, we show
the smoothness of the right hand side of the eigenvalue equation
λtupqˆq “ Stutpqˆq “ 1
fQpqq
ż
Rd
ĳ
R2d
utpqqfΩpq, pqk
`
t, pq, pq , pqˆ, pˆq ˘ dpq, pq dpˆ .
Apart from bounding W`, every step is analogous as in the Smoluchowski case, hence we will
omit them.
As for W`, note that for the Langevin equation
b0pq, pq “
ˆ
p
´γp´∇V pqq
˙
, bipq, pq “
ˆ
0
σei.
˙
, i P t1, . . . , du.
It follows that (see also [31, Theorem 3.2])
bHi ”
ˆ
0
σei.
˙
, b0i ”
ˆ
σei
´γσei
˙
, i P t1, . . . , du.
Note that these latter 2d vectors span R2d, hence the 2dˆ2d matrix B with columns bHi and b0i
is non-singular. Recalling the definition of W`, we have that
W3
`pq, pq˘ ě 1^ inf
}η}2“1
}ηTB}22 ą s2min @q, p P Rd,
where smin ą 0 is the smallest singular value of B. Thus, W3 is uniformly bounded away from
zero, concluding the proof of smoothness of ut for any t ą 0:
Proposition C.3. If the potential satisfies Assumption 5.1, then the eigenfunctions of the
spatial transfer operator St are smooth for every t ą 0.
From Rd to periodic systems. Since in molecular dynamics often periodic angular coordi-
nates are used, it is interesting to see whether the smoothness results from above apply also for
periodic systems on a torus.
To this end, let X “ Td be the unit torus, which we identify with r0, 1qd Ă Rd. We consider an
Itoˆ diffusion of the form (1) on X. Let b : Td Ñ Rd and Σ : Td Ñ Rdˆd be smooth functions.
Set pb and pΣ to be the periodic extensions of b and Σ to Rd, respectively, i.e. pbpx ` rq “ bpxq
for all x P r0, 1qd and r P Zd, and analogously for Σ. Assume that b and Σ are such that pb andpΣ satisfy all conditions of Theorem C.1, and that there is an ` ě 1 such that W` is uniformly
bounded away from zero (as it is the case for the Smoluchowski and Langevin dynamics). Then
the associated SDE has a smooth transition density function pk such that its derivatives of any
fixed order show an exponential decay:ˇˇˇ
Bαy pkpt, x, y ` rqˇˇˇ “ O` expp´c}r}22q˘ as }r}2 Ñ8 ,
for x, y P r0, 1qd and some c ą 0 independent of x, y. An analogous bound holds for derivatives
with respect to t as well.
Note that for a fixed x, the function pt, yq ÞÑ pkpt, x, yq solves the Fokker–Planck equation (9)
on R` ˆ Rd. Thus, since this partial differential equation is linear, and pb and pΣ are periodic,
the transition density function
kpt, x, yq :“
ÿ
rPZd
pkpt, x, y ` rq (35)
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formally solves the Fokker–Plack equation on Td associated with b and Σ. For this statement to
be rigorous, we have to show that kpt, x, yq, defined as here, is continuously differentiable in t and
twice continuously differentiable in y. This is achieved by showing the uniform convergence of
the summand-wise differentiated sum in (35). Setting ρ “ }r}2, observe that there are Opρd´1q
many sets of the form r0, 1qd ` r, r P Zd, intersected by a sphere of radius ρ. Hence, we can
estimate ÿ
rPZd
ˇˇˇ
Bαy pkpt, x, y ` rqˇˇˇ ď C ÿ
rPZd
exp
`´c}r}22˘ ď C˜ ż 8
0
ρd´1e´cρ2 dρ ă 8 ,
with some constants c, C, C˜ ą 0, independent of y. This shows uniform convergence of the sum,
and the smoothness of kpt, x, yq in y. An analogous computation can be done for t. Thus, k
is smooth and solves the Fokker–Plack equation on Td. Since pkpt, x, ¨q converges (weakly) to
the Dirac distribution centered in x as tÑ 0, so does kpt, x, ¨q. These last two properties show
that k is the (unique) transition density function associated with the Itoˆ diffusion on the torus;
and we have shown that it is smooth.
Note that if the potential V : Td Ñ R is smooth, then pV px`rq :“ V pxq, r P Zd, readily satisfies
Assumption 5.1. Thus we have
Proposition C.4. Let the potential V : Td Ñ R be smooth. Then the eigenfunctions of the
associated spatial transfer operator St are smooth for every t ą 0.
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